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Arnold Innovations: A winning formula
for family and safety on the fields
By Duncan Morrison

D

oug Arnold laughs in retrospect as to how
his family transitioned to a new life as firstgeneration grain farmers and business owners of Arnold Innovations in prairie Canada from a
life as sixth-generation dairy and mixed farmers
near London in West Sussex, United Kingdom.
“I was only ten years old at the time and we
came here to the western Manitoba region for a
vacation in 1998,” says Doug Arnold, AI managing partner, recalling the tour that that preceded
the family’s eventual move to Hamiota, Man., oneyear later. “There had been a Scottish-Canadian
real estate agent who was selling farms in western Manitoba to people in the United Kingdom. I
guess dad had heard his presentation and took us
on a trip to check things out. The rest is history.”
Twenty-one years later, things are going very
well for the family including the launch of AI in
2015, currently-employing the entire Arnold family that journeyed to Canada from England. Alongside Doug and dad Richard, mom Annette manages the AI finances and sister Rebecca helms the
social media files, including the company’s Field
Innovator campaign. Rebecca’s husband, William
Thompson is also is a key part of the team.
While the leaving for promises of prosperity

across the big pond must have been scary, it was
an incident involving Richard Arnold years later
that jarred and fast-tracked the family company.
“Several years ago, while unplugging my
CX8070, I pinched a nerve in my neck because
of straining to pull on the factory wrench. This
resulted in pain and tingling in my arm, an injury
that took over a year to fully heal,” says Richard,
AI’s research and development partner. “The experience started me thinking how I could take the
physical effort out of unplugging my combine cylinder.”
Soon after that incident, AI moved quickly from
drawing board to reality by looking to remove
manual labour and improving safety and efficiency
of combining grain. Cassandra Lepp and her sister
Stefanie run their 4th generation family grain farm
in southern Manitoba with their dad, John, who
has been stepping back for over a decade, leaving
the two sisters to run all the equipment.
“We enjoy being self-sufficient but as farmers
there are times where strength is necessary,” says
Cassandra. “Thanks to the Arnold Innovations Reversers, when our concaves plug that is no longer
one of those times. We can unplug it on our own
and get back to combining. It is effortless to use,
safe and efficient. It has been a game changer on
our farm!”

AI pitches their award-winning products directly to producers such as the Lepps and to implement dealers that carry and sell their safe, productive and innovative products. AI’s first product
was the AI100-CX Reverser created for the New
Holland CX series combines. In 2017, AI added
AI100-LEXION for the Claas Lexion(CAT) series
combine to the product line up. In 2018, AI also
completed a reverser for the New Holland CR and
John Deere machines.
“The reverser really becomes a valuable piece
of equipment in tough conditions or with a difficult crop,” says Doug. “A lump of material going
through the drum can jam up and stop the combine. Our product is solidly fitted at the end of the
drive shaft and allows the combine driver to rock
as the hydraulic pushes back and forth and the
lump goes through. The combining resumes and
everyone comes home safe.”
AI has won multiple awards for innovation and
best invention at major agriculture gatherings
such as Brandon’s Manitoba Ag Days, Regina’s
Canada Farm Progress Show (silver award) and
Agri-Trade Equipment Expo in Red Deer. Indeed,
AI seems to have an award-winning formula wellworth crossing the big pond for.
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Combine Reversers

Inspiration came from the field... “Several years ago, while unplugging my combine, I pinched a nerve in my neck
because of straining to pull the factory wrench. This resulted in pain and tingling in my arm, an injury that took
over a year to fully heal. This experience started me thinking how I could take the physical effort of unplugging my
combine cylinder. Over a three year period, myself and my son, Doug, designed our combine reversing solution.
Through in-field testing we have found it to be 10x faster than the manual wrench. The reverser is fixed to the side
of the combine where it is needed. The ability to put the ratchet in the lock position helps to break up a blockage by
rocking the combine drum on the spot. This rocking action makes quick and easy work of unplugging the combine.
Combines cost thousands of dollars, getting the most out of them allows me to optimize my investment by beating
the weather with improved efficiency.”
— Richard Arnold, Arnold Innovations Co-founder

To order your innovative solution visit www.arnoldinnovation.ca or call 204-412-1900
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